| **Objectives** | The objective is for small groups in a college band class to be able to record their own music. This will help them understand what they have to improve on, because they can listen to it and change things within the program. |
| **Materials** | Max 5 people per group  
Band equipment  
Band Music  
Chairs  
Microphones, with stand spread equally around the room  
A computer attached to microphones  
And Wavosaur on the computer |
| **Procedure** | 1) Have everybody in the band play their instruments as normally, at least one time.  
2) Play music with recording on  
3) Listen to what the students just played  
4) Fix the parts that don’t sound well by either rerecording or editing and then rerecording  
5) Edit one more time  
6) Present it to the entire school via the Wavosaur |
| **Assessment** | Given a time frame the students must complete the assignment and depending on how well everything flows and sounds is the basis of the grade.  
A- Great sounding, very little editing, and flows all together  
B- sounds good needed some work with editing and flow  
C- ok needs more work with editing and making everything flow  
D-Effort in making a recorded song  
F- Didn’t participate and help  
Or  
Compete against other teams to see who can develop the best music |